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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 
 
TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
SUBMISSION FROM      ADMIRAL TAVERNS 
 
Introduction - Admiral Taverns 
 
Admiral Taverns (Admiral) is the leading community operator of leased and tenanted 
pubs and operates an estate of over 1,000 pubs across England, Wales and 
Scotland.  At the time of writing, we operate across 22 leased and tenanted pubs 
and have no managed sites in Scotland. 
 
As the majority of the Admiral estate is based in England & Wales, we have operated 
under the Pubs Code since its introduction in 2016.  We are rightly proud of our 
record during this period and have: 
 

 had no referrals at all to the Pubs Code Adjudicator (PCA); 

 had no rents set by a third party under the Pubs Code; 

 taken a leading position in the relationships and communication with 
licensees; 

 scored highest of all pub companies in the PCA tenant surveys; 

 been praised by the PCA for our approach (see Appendix for comments made 
by the PCA). 

 
Having tied pubs in Scotland, we are a signatory to, and fully support, the voluntary 
Pubs Sector – Scotland Code of Practice.  To date, we have not been referred to 
Pubs Independent Conciliation and Arbitration Service (PICA-Service) for any 
disputes and have not required the service of the Pubs Independent Rent Review 
Scheme (PIRRS) to resolve any rent dispute.  In fact, we have only received one 
complaint from a licensee in Scotland and this was resolved quickly. 
 
In addition, our positive relationships with licensees has been recognised through the 
annual Tenant Track survey which has consistently scored Admiral above all other 
national pub companies and many of the regional and family brewers.  We believe 
that our relationship with licensees and our general approach has resulted in us 
winning the key industry Publican Award for Best Leased and Tenanted Pub 
Operator in 2013, 2016 and 2019 (each time that Admiral has entered). 
 
The current coronavirus pandemic has presented new challenges given the closure 
of all public houses from 21st March.  Admiral were the first pub company to 
proactively announce a policy for rent during the crisis for all licensees which: 
 

 cancelled rent for the period from 21st March to 30th April 2020; 

 capped rents during the months of May and June to ensure that they were 
affordable for licensees, with the aim that licensees should not be required to 
take on debt during this period; 

 reduced rent for Scottish sites to the equivalent of domestic rent for July 
through to the point that the sites are legally allowed to fully reopen on 15th 
July; 
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 reduced rent to 50% of headline rent for the balance of July and August, 60% 
of headline rent for September and October and then only gradually 
increasing rent to 100% of headline rent from April 2021. 
 

These policies ensured that licensees had a long-term commitment from Admiral 
regarding rent, allowing them to build their business with confidence and has 
received praise from the PCA.  
 
The above sets out some of the results from the hard work, investment and 
commitment that we have to the tied leased and tenanted pub model.   
 

1. What are your views on the Bill overall? Do you think that legislation in this 
area is necessary? 

 

Our view is that the Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill (Bill) is not required and would have 

a detrimental effect on the sector in Scotland.   

With any legislation of this scale and scope, there will be a significant amount of 

disruption to the market and costs incurred, as well as the risk of unforeseen 

consequences.  As such, it should be expected that there is an overwhelming 

body of evidence to support the need for the legislation, required to resolve 

persistent and widespread issues.  This is not the case and the Scottish 

Government‟s own study conducted by APS Scotland and published in December 

2016 concluded: 

“The evidence collected did not suggest that any part of the pub sector in 
Scotland was unfairly disadvantaged in relation to another...” Research on 
the pub sector in Scotland phase 1: scoping study (2016).  

 

It would also be expected that there would be a large number of complaints and 

disputes within the tied pub market in Scotland.  Our experience is that this is not 

the case and, as noted in the introduction, Admiral has not had a single referral to 

PICA-Service or PIRRS.  Further, it is our understanding that there has been only 

one complaint to the Pub Governing Body (PGB) since its formation in 2016 – the 

PGB has overarching supervision of PICA-Service and PIRRS. 

This position is also supported by the Scottish Government‟s own report, which 

pointed out: 

"Until the UKG indicated it would legislate on the issue, no robust 
representations had been made to Scottish Ministers by anyone operating in 
the tied pub sector in Scotland, including taking any disputes to established 
dispute resolution schemes (such as the Pubs Independent Rent Review 
Scheme (PIRRS) and Pubs Independent Conciliation and Arbitration Service 
(PICA))." Research on the pub sector in Scotland phase 1: scoping study 
(2016). 
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If the Bill was necessary, we believe that there should be a significant body of 

evidence that there are ongoing disputes with tied pub operators.  As shown 

above, this is not the case.  In fact, despite a significant cost to be imposed upon 

and shared between pub companies, the workload is expected to be small, with 

Neil Bibby MSP anticipating only 11 enquiries and 8 arbitration cases per year (by 

year 3).  Under the Pubs Code, Admiral has not had a single referral for arbitration 

and has been complimented by the PCA for our approach, but is still required to 

pay a levy of over £100,000 per year, which would otherwise have been used to 

support licensees and invest in the estate. 

There are some fundamental differences between the pub market in Scotland and 

England & Wales.  In Scotland, tied pubs only represent 17% of the market (750 

pubs), whereas the free trade market represents 64% (3,000 pubs).  By contrast, 

in England & Wales, tied pubs represent 32% and free trade is only 45% of the 

market.  It should also be noted that there has been a reduction in the number of 

tied pubs since the introduction of the Pubs Code in England & Wales, as some 

pub companies have converted their tied sites to managed operations.  If this Bill 

is implemented in Scotland, there is the potential for a similar trend, leading to an 

increase in managed pub numbers in Scotland and a reduction in tied pubs.  Tied 

pubs have been used by many licensees, including some of Admiral‟s current 

licensees, as a low-cost entry to the market and to enable them to scale their 

business. 

In pushing forward with the Bill, Neil Bibby (MSP) has stated in his letter dated 4th 

May 2020 to the Economy, Energy and Fair Work Committee that “The continued 

extraction of rent from pubs which are unable to trade, exposes the unfairness in 

the tied model and is an illustration of why reform of the tied pub sector is 

necessary.”.  We do not understand the logic here as it is clear from the evidence 

in the England that there has been significant financial support for licensees in the 

tied market which is missing from the free-of-tie market.  We understand that 

every company operating tied pubs has provided significant financial support to its 

licensees in terms of rent reductions (see Admiral‟s policy in the Introduction) and 

additional credit on beer whereas some free-of-tie pub operators have offered no 

support, and others have only offered this to certain sites and only if there are 

amendments to the underlying tenancy agreement.  Despite the free-of-tie market 

being relatively small, we have been made aware that Members of Parliament 

have been receiving significant correspondence / complaints from public house 

operators in their constituency who have a free of tie lease and we would 

encourage the Committee to discuss this with the All-Parliamentary Beer Group in 

Westminster. 

 

2. Do you think the Bill achieves its aim of improving the relationship between 
pub-owning businesses and their tenants? 

 

The premise of the Bill is that there is currently a poor relationship between tied 

licensees and their pub company.  We would strongly dispute this position and 
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would argue that relationships are strong in Scotland.  This is evidenced by the 

lack of referrals to PICA-Service and PIRRS across the market in Scotland and in 

our own estate. 

Admiral believes that the Bill could lead to a deterioration in the relationship with 

licensees given the uncertainty caused by a number of the regulations.  The Bill 

will create uncertainty for pub companies over the ability to generate a sustainable 

income from its public houses as there will be the potential for the licensee to elect 

for a guest beer or the MRO option at any time.  This is likely to mean that pub 

companies will take shorter term decisions and, as such, some investments (both 

capital and other support measures) may be redirected to other regions.  This is 

likely to create new disagreements. 

It should also be noted that the majority of the referrals under the Pubs Code 

relate to the MRO option.  The latest information issued by the PCA (quarter 

ended March 2020) shows that, of the 446 referrals received by the PCA, all but 

45 accepted cases related to the MRO option.  It is clear that the legislation has 

therefore caused an increase in the number of disputes with licensees. The PCA 

data also shows that pub companies who had a good relationship with licensees 

before the Pubs Code continue to have a good relationship, whilst the majority of 

the referrals relate to pub companies who had poorer relationships with licensees 

prior to the Pubs Code.  This is clear evidence that Pubs Code legislation has not 

caused an improvement in overall relationships. 

 

3. Could the Bill have any impact on investment in the pub sector in 
Scotland? 

 

There is little doubt in our mind that the Bill will have a negative impact on 

investment levels in Scotland.   

The key issues are the guest beer and MRO options which creates new 

uncertainty for pub companies and could result in delays or decline in investment 

programs.  From an Admiral perspective, we had viewed Scotland as a region for 

increased investment and had acquired a number of pubs in Scotland from Star 

Pubs & Bars in October 2019.  Following this acquisition, we had identified an 

investment program of c£800k across this estate but this has now been deferred 

because of the proposed Bill and Covid-19.  We will continue to invest to meet our 

minimum obligations but it is likely that the larger investments will be deferred 

whilst we consider the implications and impact of the Bill on future income in 

Scotland.  We would expect that this consequence for investment will be 

experienced across the market in Scotland and this could result in the closure of a 

number of sites and the resultant loss of employment, at the very time when 

investment is needed to support the economy and employment.  As you will be 

aware, the hospitality sector is a major employer of younger workers and this 

could have a detrimental impact on this element of the workforce. 
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Our prediction is therefore that many pubs will be converted to a managed 

operation to ensure that the pub company is able to maintain income levels and to 

remove the uncertainty caused by the guest beer and MRO options.  This is likely 

to result in a more formulaic approach to pub retailing and could reduce the ability 

for entrepreneurs to access a low-cost entry to the pub market which cannot be 

good for existing or potential licensees or the consumer. 

We would also note that a small number of tied pub portfolios were added to the 

market for sale at the end of 2019 and the start of 2020 but failed to find a buyer 

or complete.  One of the reasons for the failure to transact is the uncertainty 

caused by the Bill and this is certainly the reason why we did not engage in the 

more recent opportunities.  This cannot be a positive position for the pub market in 

Scotland.   

 

4. Should the Scottish Pubs Code apply to all pub owning businesses and 
tenants in Scotland? 

 

As stated above, Admiral does not believe that the Bill should proceed.  We are 

the smallest pub company under the England & Wales Pubs Code and we would 

argue that we suffer a disproportionate element of the cost of the PCA, especially 

as we have not had a single referral. We are still exposed to the additional 

administration costs to manage the Pubs Code processes, even though we are 

significantly smaller than other companies.   

We are likely to be the smallest (or one of the smallest) companies under the Bill 

and would incur significant administration costs to manage the statutory 

processes required by the Bill as well as incurring a share of the Adjudicator‟s 

costs when evidence from the Pubs Code and the PGB would show that our 

licensees are unlikely to use their services. 

 

5. Do you have any comments on the role of the Adjudicator? 
 

As stated repeatedly above, it is not clear why legislation or an Adjudicator is 
required.  The lack of referrals to the PGB for PICA-Service and PIRRS clearly 
indicates that licensees do not need a statutory Adjudicator. 

 
The proposals for the Adjudicator are that it would deal with “approximately 11 
enquiries, 8 arbitrations and 23 MRO applications” each year.  Assuming 
enquiries are relatively easy to resolve, this equates to £8,400 per arbitration or 
MRO.  We struggle to understand why an expensive resource is required to 
resolve these matters when they are currently dealt with by the PGB at much 
lower cost. 
 
The industry has worked hard to ensure that Scottish licensees have a dispute 
resolution process and low-cost option to resolve disagreement over rent charges.  
Despite this, there has only been one matter referred since 2016.   
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The cost of the PCA in England & Wales is currently running at £3 million per 
annum despite the first levy being only £1.5 million.  This is now over £300 
annually per leased and tenanted pub to fund the PCA office, and over three times 
the figure that was included in the original cost estimate (£90 per pub) when the 
Pubs Code was first proposed.  The increase in cost per pub is partly due to 
increased costs and partly due to one of the unforeseen consequences, namely 
reduced pub numbers as sites have been converted to managed operations.  The 
cost estimate for the Adjudicator under the Bill is £260,000 (or £347 / pub).  If 
costs run at three times the original estimate (as for the PCA), the costs will be 
c£1,000 per pub per year.  Introducing this new financial burden would be onerous 
and unforgiveable at this moment of crisis. 
 
The evidence is that the costs of the PCA have increased because it has been 
unable to provide clear guidance on certain matters and this has resulted in an 
increase in disputes.  The lack of clarity has resulted in a number of tenant 
representatives using this uncertainty to further increase the number of 
disagreements, escalating the workload for the PCA.  This was not anticipated at 
the outset of the Pubs Code and there is a real chance that it will happen again in 
Scotland.  
 
Given that there has been only one dispute referred to the PGB since 2016, we do 
not believe that there is a requirement for the Bill or an Adjudicator. 
 

 
6. The Policy Memorandum states that the Bill aims to adapt the 2015 Act to 

Scottish circumstances and to avoid problems experienced in 
implementing the Act in England and Wales. Do you think the Bill meets 
these aims? 
 

It is obvious that the Pubs Code has been written based upon poorly drafted 

primary legislation.  The majority of disputes have arisen around the MRO option, 

regarding certain provisions which cannot be clarified absolutely by the PCA, and 

therefore the workings of the Pubs Code are still being developed some four years 

after inception.  We believe that it will take some time yet for the Pubs Code 

issues to be resolved and probably needs some strong guidance from the PCA to 

resolve.   

As this Bill is based upon the Pubs Code legislation, it is very unlikely that this 

ambiguity has been resolved.  In fact, the majority of the issues have just been 

excluded from the primary legislation and assumes that they will be resolved in 

the writing of the code. 

As a company which has not had any referrals or arbitrations, we rely on the 

arbitrations decisions to be made public to allow us to understand the current 

interpretation by the PCA.  We are therefore in a worse position than many 

licensees as they are being advised by third parties who have been involved 

previously in these decisions.  Nothing in this Bill has resolved this issue and 

therefore matters will continue to be referred to the Adjudicator despite being 

resolved by previous adjudications which have yet to be published.  Given the 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Bills/Tied%20Pubs%20(Scotland)%20Bill/SPBill62PMS052019.pdf
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confidential nature of the decisions in arbitration, we are not sure that this issue 

can be resolved in a simple way. 

 

7. The Bill proposes that tied tenants have the option to apply to their pub 
owning business for a quote for a „Market rent only‟ (MRO) contract. Do you 
agree with this proposal and how do you think it would work in practice? 

 
The Bill proposes that a licensee has the ability to elect for MRO at any time 
during the tenancy agreement and this can be achieved simply by removing the 
tie provisions within the tenancy agreement.  It is recognized that this will result in 
much greater uncertainty of the income generated by the pub company and a 
potential reduction in the gross income generated.  The lost income of the pub 
company will be largely passed to the main international brewers who have the 
resources to secure this volume.  Under the Pubs Code in England & Wales, the 
pub company is able to offset some of the lost income by reducing costs as they 
reduce the support provided to licensees.  This reduction in support services is 
possible because the MRO agreement will either be a new lease agreement under 
standard commercial lease terms or a deed of variation which effectively creates 
the same style of agreement. 
 
However, our Scottish estate (and we believe that this is the case across most 
other tied pub companies) primarily consists of traditional tenancy agreements 
which have support services embedded in the agreement itself.  These 
agreements require the pub company to: 
 

 maintain the property and complete repairs for most of the site at its own 
expense; 

 complete the statutory compliance testing for the site and undertake any 
remedials required; 

 provide the licensee with business advice including updates on legal and 
statutory guidelines; 

 provide certain services at reduced costs including training, insurance, 
accountancy and stocktaking services. 

 
If the Bill passes and MRO is possible through a deed of variation by removing the 
tie provisions only, the pub company would be required to continue to provide 
many of these services and other benefits to the licensee (special commercial or 
financial advantages (SCORFA)) and would still suffer a reduction in income.  This 
would therefore make the financial viability of a public house uncertain for the pub 
company and would result in the company taking short term decisions only.  As 
noted above, this could result: 
 

 in a reduction in investment in transformational capital investment, which is 
needed to ensure that the licensee has a property which meets changing 
consumer requirements; 

 in the reduction in support services provided to licensees, in case the 
licensee elects to take the MRO option at a future date; 

 in the transfer of pubs into a managed format to remove the uncertainty 
created by this provision; 
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 in a reduction in the term of new tenancy agreements to ensure that the 
pub company can react to MRO requests and does not suffer a loss of 
income for long periods. 

 
Where relevant, we have already seen a number of these actions in England & 
Wales:  
 

 Investment has only continued where a new agreement has been agreed 
with the licensee, ensuring that the pub company has at least 5 years to 
recoup their investment.  In addition, pub companies have used Pubs Code 
investment agreements to ensure that they have a longer period to 
generate a sustainable income. 

 Support services have been maintained only because they can be removed 
if the licensee elects for MRO; 

 In the first three years of the Pubs Code, several hundred pubs have been 
transferred to managed operations and there has been a net reduction of 
over 1,500 pubs under the Pubs Code; 

 Most pub companies are now only offering agreements with a term of 5 
years and under for new licensees as this allows more certainty over future 
income. 

 
We would also question the support that would be provided to free of tie licensees 
when issues occur during the tenancy agreement.  This has been exemplified by 
the current Covid-19 crisis where free of tie landlords have not offered the support 
that has been provided by the tied pub companies.  Where the free of tie landlord 
is not sharing in the upside when times are good, why should the same landlord 
be required to provide support when times are not so positive? 
 
In addition, for smaller companies like Admiral, it is difficult to remove costs as 
most costs are fixed.  If we started to see a number of sites take the MRO option, 
we would need to reduce our costs and the only way to achieve this would be to 
remove support for all of our Scottish estate and thereby mitigate the uncertainty 
over income levels.  Given the positive relationships that we currently enjoy, we 
believe that this would be a retrograde step but would be our only option to 
maintain a viable estate. 
 

 
8. The Bill proposes that tenants should have the right to stock at least one 

guest beer at any time, irrespective of the terms of their contract. What 
impact would this have? 

 
We believe that the intention of this provision is to allow licensees to be able to 
select from a wide range of local brewers and we would therefore support this 
intent.  In fact, we allow our licensees to select products from the SIBA Beerflex 
system and have allowed licensees to be free of tie for certain local brewers 
where the licensee has explained the potential benefit to their business.  This 
approach is exemplified by one of our award winning pubs, Nauticus in Leith, 
where we have given permission for certain beer lines to be free-of-tie and which 
has the following comment on their website: 
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“Our priority here is produce made in Scotland or owned by a Scottish 
company; where this wasn’t feasible, Scottish heritage somewhere down 
the line was paramount. 18 months later, the dream is a reality and we’re 
proud to say that 90% of our products are Scottish, or have Scottish links.” 

 
However, the proposed guest beer provision is not restricted to local brewers or 
cask / craft products and we believe that it is therefore a certainty that most 
licensees will look to maximise profit by choosing the largest volume product to be 
their free of tie product.  This would therefore result in the multinational brewers, 
with the largest financial resources, securing this free of tie line.  This could 
actually restrict the range of products available to the consumer and reduce the 
ability for local brewers to access the market. 
 
In the six years since Admiral has owned pubs in Scotland, no licensee has been 
refused a request to stock a local brand. 
 
Given the option of a free of tie product and for this to be the biggest volume 
product in the pub and the fact that there is no recalculation of rent if this option is 
selected, tied pub companies would expect the initial rent to reflect the additional 
uncertainty and the potential reduction in future income.  This will therefore 
increase the initial rent on entering the tenancy agreement even if the licensee 
genuinely expects to use this provision only for small niche products.  This 
provision is therefore going to lead to further disagreements between pub 
companies and licensees and a deterioration in relationships. 

 
 
9. The Bill proposes that the office of Pub Code Adjudicator will be funded 

through a levy on pub-owning companies in scope of the code. 
The Financial Memorandum estimates that annual costs for pub-owning 
businesses will be around £6,000 to £86,700 depending on size. The 
Committee would welcome any views of these estimates (and the 
assumptions around the volume of work for the office of the Pub Code 
Adjudicator) and the funding model. 

 
As noted in our response to question 5, the proposed costs are over £340 per pub 
per year.  This is a significant cost for the work that is expected to be required by 
the Adjudicator which is “approximately 11 enquiries, 8 arbitrations and 23 MRO 
applications” per year.  We would note that the costs of the PCA are now over 
three times the originally expected cost per pub and therefore Admiral is incurring 
an annual cost of over £100,000 per year, despite having had no referrals, 
arbitrations or even rent set by a third party or independent expert. 
 
We continue to struggle to understand the need for this additional cost given the 
one matter only which has been referred to the services governed by the PGB.  
We therefore expect that other pub companies who already operate a significant 
managed estate in England & Wales will expand this into Scotland.  We are 
already aware of an increasing number of managed operator agreements in 
Scotland and expect this to accelerate in the coming months if this Bill is 
progressed.  As a very focused leased and tenanted operator, this will result in an 
increasing cost for Admiral as the fixed costs for the Adjudicator‟s office is shared 
across a reducing number of sites. 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Bills/Tied%20Pubs%20(Scotland)%20Bill/SPBill62FMS052020.pdf
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10. Do you have any other comments on the Bill? 

 
At a time when every resource should be focused on rebuilding business following 
the Covid-19 crisis, it is very surprising and frustrating that the Scottish 
government is considering additional red tape and increased costs when there is 
no evidence that there is an issue in the first place.  This assertion is supported by 
the lack of referrals to the services governed by the PGB. 
 
We are a firm supporter of the highly supported, tied leased and tenanted pub 

model and believe that this model works well for our current estate of pubs in 

Scotland.  This Bill proposes a number of changes to our legal agreement with 

licensees which will only disrupt current relationships and in our view will result in 

more conflict and disputes. 

We are, however, aware that there is a concern, expressed by Neil Bibby MSP, 
that action has not been taken in Scotland regarding the tied pub model.  
However, we would strongly argue that action has been taken, including the 
following actions taken and commitments given in 2019: 
 

 Strengthening and promoting tenants rights through the creation of a 
Scottish Pub Governing Body 

We [PubCos] commit to reviewing and promoting the industry-leading 
Scottish Code of Practice. Launched in 2016, it expanded on existing 
protections in place under a Code of Practice that had been in operation on 
a UK-wide basis for a number of years. It gives tenants extensive rights, 
including access to Scottish arbitration panels and procedures where 
disputes arise, overseen by a newly created Scottish Pub Governing Body. 
We will promote the Code and ensure all tied tenants are fully aware of 
their rights and are informed of these prior to signing new or extension 
contractual agreements and are regularly reminded about their rights 
through their BDMs. We will continue to seek views from stakeholders on 
further enhancements.  

 

 Supporting Scottish communities 
Pubs should be at the centre of community life and can provide essential 
local services which may struggle in the face of closing post offices and 
other services upon which communities depend. Subject to a firm business 
plan, we will encourage and provide funding towards „Pub is the Hub‟ pilots 
in Scotland, where pubs host community services such as post offices, 
local shops, tourist information and other important local organisations and 
activities on their premises. 
 

 Offering tenants greater flexibility to sell local beers and ales 
We commit to give our tenants more opportunity to sell locally-sourced 
cask ales and craft beers in tied pubs, through a range of measures. We 
will continue to support the innovative Society of Independent Brewers 
Beerflex scheme, as well as providing tailored solutions to individual 
tenants. This will allow access to a broad range of Scottish beers and help 
to support independent Scottish brewers by providing routes to market. 
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This will introduce even greater flexibility and choice to current and future 
tied pub agreements across the sector.  
 

 Funding and research and publication of an annual independent “State 
of the Nation” report on the Scottish pub sector 

We commit to fund and publish an annual report into the Scottish Pub 
Sector, which will include up-to-date data and analysis of the key 
challenges facing licensees which will offer real and valuable insight into 
the industry. The findings will be publicly available, and the full data set 
shared with policy makers for open discussion. 
 

As is obvious from our comments above, we do not see the need for this Bill to be 

progressed.  However, if this Bill is not progressed, we would welcome the chance 

to review options with Neil Bibby, other MSPs and officials to consider ways to 

improve the pubs market in Scotland. 
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APPENDIX 
 
The extract below is from a publication on the PCA website and relates to answers 
given by the PCA to questions from CAMRA National Executive on 16th November 
2019 
 

“16) Are you aware of any pub companies with exceptionally good practices 
when it comes to commercial relationships with their tenants right through 
from on boarding to exit?  
 

Admiral Taverns stand out – they have not had a single referral for PCA 
arbitration in the three and a half years that the Pubs Code has been in force. 
And that‟s not simply because Admiral TPTs are not asking for MRO – some 
have gone MRO, but they‟ve done it through a process of engagement and 
negotiation with their pub company. My office has also received very few 
enquiries from Admiral TPTs. And our tenant surveys have demonstrated that 
Admiral TPTs have high levels of satisfaction with the state of their relationships 
with their pub company in general, and their BDM in particular. The Deputy PCA 
and I are grateful to Admiral for the way that they have embraced the Code with 
a culture of making compliance work for their business. Their current expansion 
of their pub estate speaks volumes for the confidence with which they operate 
within the regulated sector. All of this demonstrates how vital the role of Code 
Compliance Officer (CCO) is in promoting a culture of compliance within a 
business. That‟s why the Deputy PCA and I have prioritised strengthening the 
visibility and authority of CCOs within their businesses. We need all CCOs to 
follow the lead set by high-performing pub companies like Admiral.” 

 


